PROCESS CAPABILITY (SPC) — Section 4

Process Capability studies and SPC control is only required on Special Characteristics as
identified in the approved Control Plan for each part number (or part family). The crossfunctional team that develops the Control Plan (which includes the P&S Engineer) will
determine SPC and Process Capability requirements. (See Section 1 of this manual—“Special
Characteristics”—for details on Special Characteristics, their identification, the cross-functional
team, and additional control options.)

SPC is to be implemented and maintained by the supplier per the AIAG Statistical Process
Control (SPC) Manual (current edition).

Control charts must be keyed to lot traceability (i.e., cavity number, heat codes, die code,
Mfg./ship dates.)

Capability reports or charts may be requested for review by Powers and Sons. All records must
be retained for the last 2 years or as per prior agreement from Powers and Sons.

The SPC and Capability Requirement may be reduced or deleted if sustained capability is
demonstrated by the supplier, after mutual agreement between Powers and Sons and the supplier.
This will be documented by Control Plan revision as necessary.

Process Capability Requirements
Short-term capability submissions must be 1.67Ppk or greater for new processes or for those
processes that use new tooling. Following are action items for those processes.
Short-term capability1.67Ppk
indicated above.

The supplier will maintain an on-going database as

Short-term capability < 1.67Ppk
The supplier will be required to submit an action plan to
achieve a short-term capability 1.67Ppk

The next page details the interpretation and reaction to on-going process monitoring by SPC.
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** Unless superceded by a P&S-approved Control Plan.
This table applies only when stability and capability have been demonstrated and special causes
are rigorously identified and eliminated. Otherwise, the supplier shall implement 100%
inspection. The table applies only to those product characteristics that are normally distributed.
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Capability Studies
1. Studies shall be completed from a significant production run of approx 250 pieces.
2. For variable data, use 250pcs. Number the parts 1 through 250. Measure 5pcs, skip the next
5, measure the next 5 and repeat this process for capability.
For attribute data, use 125pcs. Number the parts 1 through 125. Record as pass/fail,
conforms/rejected, etc. The capability study will be acceptable if all 125pcs pass inspection.
3. The Capability run must be made without changes to the process (no setups, no lot changes,
no operator changes, lunch breaks, etc.)
4. Capability must be calculated by data that represents a Normal (Bell-shaped) Distribution,
that is demonstrated to be stable (usually as indicated on an R-chart) and in control (usually
as indicated on the X-bar chart).
5. If you find you have Non-Normal Data, determine if the process has a reason to be nonnormal (for example, flatness which approaches an absolute and thus is likely to become
skewed), then use a matching curve (Pearson, Log-normal, etc.). If the process does not have
a reason to be non-normal, you may transform the data to a normal distribution using one of
the accepted transform algorithms, but show both sets of data and remember to also
transform the specification limits.
6. When you are calculating short-term capability you must have a number of 1.67 or higher.
Long-term capability is expected to have a number of 1.33 or higher.
7. Capability has to be calculated on all SC’s, CC’s, M’s K’s and any other High Impact
Characteristic the team determines.
8. The raw data is to be presented as part of the capability study information, so the customer
can duplicate the calculations.
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